Respiratory motion causes uncertainties in tumor edges on either computed tomography (CT) or positron emission tomography (PET) images and causes misalignment when registering PET and CT images. This phenomenon may cause radiation oncologists to delineate tumor volume inaccurately in radiotherapy treatment planning. The purpose of this study was to analyze radiology applications using interpolated average CT (IACT) as attenuation correction (AC) to diminish the occurrence of this scenario. Thirteen non-small cell lung cancer patients were recruited for the present comparison study. Each patient had full-inspiration, full-expiration CT images and free breathing PET images by an integrated PET/CT scan. IACT for AC in PET IACT was used to reduce the PET/CT misalignment. The standardized uptake value (SUV) correction with a low radiation dose was applied, and its tumor volume delineation was compared to those from HCT/PET HCT . The misalignment between the PET IACT and IACT was reduced when compared to the difference between PET HCT and HCT. The range of tumor motion was from 4 to 17 mm in the patient cohort. For HCT and PET HCT , correction was from 72% to 91%, while for IACT and PET IACT , correction was from 73% to 93% (*p,0.0001). The maximum and minimum differences in SUV max were 0.18% and 27.27% for PET HCT and PETIACT, respectively. The largest percentage differences in the tumor volumes between HCT/PET and IACT/PET were observed in tumors located in the lowest lobe of the lung. Internal tumor volume defined by functional information using IACT/PET IACT fusion images for lung cancer would reduce the inaccuracy of tumor delineation in radiation therapy planning.
Introduction
PET/CT combines F 18 -FDG positron emission tomography (PET), and computed tomography (CT) images with both functional and anatomic information provide a more precise diagnostic reference for tumor volume, tumor locations and tumor staging. Therefore, PET/CT has been increasingly used for target volume delineation in radiotherapy treatment planning (RTP) to deliver the optimal radiation dose to tumors and to decrease the radiation dose to surrounding normal tissues [1] [2] [3] . The reduction of intra-and inter-observer variability in target volume delineation by contouring with PET/CT has also been reported in previous studies [4] [5] . Moreover, PET is a useful imaging tool to differentiate between inflammation and malignance, such as lung atelectasis, mediastinal lymphadenopathy, and distant metastases [6] . The incorporation of PET information in RTP along with the CT-based gross tumor volume can improve the definition of tumor volume and has been extensively used in radiotherapy.
Respiration produces additional variation in imaging diagnosis and target contouring for radiotherapy in thoracic malignancies.
CT can provide high spatial information and attenuation correction for PET in PET/CT. However, respiratory motion causes uncertainties in the tumor edges on either CT or PET images and causes misalignment when registering PET and CT images. Consequently, this phenomenon may influence oncologists when attempting to delineate tumor volume accurately in RTP [3, [7] [8] [9] .
Many studies have improved the misalignment in PET/CT fusion image due to respiration by using gated (4D) imaging techniques [3, [10] [11] [12] . With gated technology aids, the reduction of motion artifacts and increases in the accuracy of tumor volume and localization delineation when compared to non-gated PET were achieved. Moreover, we previously proposed an interpolation method with interpolated average CT (IACT) for attenuation correction (AC) to reduce the PET/CT misalignment [12] [13] . Using IACT imaging, standardized uptake value (SUV) can be corrected with a lower radiation dose compared to the use of gated imaging. In the present study, the comparison of tumor volumes for RTP is reported. We assess the differences in tumor volumes between 3D PET/CT and PET/IACT and evaluate the SUVmax changes in terms of tumor locations.
Materials and Methods

Patient selection
With IRB approval (DMR98-IRB-171-1) for the application of 4D PET/CT to tumor delineation in RTP, thirteen non-small cell lung cancer patients were recruited for this comparison study. All patients signed written, informed consent. There were 9 tumors in the upper lobe and 4 tumors in the lower lobe. The clinical characteristics are summarized in Table 1 .
PET/CT
FDG-PET/CT scans were obtained for tumor staging work-ups before cancer treatment. All patients had undergone the standard procedure of PET/CT (PET/CT-16 slice, Discovery STE, GE Medical System, Milwaukee, Wisconsin USA) scanning. Patients were injected with 370 MBq of 18F-FDG and rested during the pharmacokinetics uptake period. The original data included a series of helical CTs (HCT), two extreme phases CTs that considered the full-expiration and the full-inspiration CTs and a whole body PET. HCT images obtained with 120 kVp, variable mA (30-210 mA), 1.75:1 pitch, 863.75 mm x-ray collimation, and 0.5 gantry rotation time and gated CTs were acquired under the same conditions. PET data were acquired at the 3 min per 15 cm bed position; attenuation corrections of PET HCT and PET IACT utilized HCT and IACT, respectively.
Tumor motion and interpolated average CT
We previously proposed an IACT method from 4D-CT in comparison with 4D-Cine CT [12] . IACT is a robust, accurate low dose alternate to CACT and works well for a large range of respiratory motion amplitudes, as was reported in a simulation study [13] . The full-inspiration and full-expiration CT sets as twoextreme-phase images were used to generate the motion maps using the optical flow method (OFM), a deformable image registration algorithm [14] . The total motion range for each voxel in the forward motion map is equally spaced into 4 intervals, resulting in 3 sets of interpolated CT (ICT) image sets as the midphases from inspiration to expiration. (Figure 1 ). The 3 interpolated phases together with the two original phases, including one inhalation and expiration, compose a complete respiratory cycle. These 5 phases are averaged to generate the IACT for AC on PET data. The conclusion that the radiation dose using IACT could be reduced by 85% compared to that of 4D-CT was reported in previous study [12] [13] . IACT serves as a low-dose alternative to 4D-CT. The OFM calculation was the following:
where n is the number of iterations, v (n) is the average velocity driven from the surrounding voxels, f(x, y, z, t) is the differentiable image intensity at position (x, y, z) at time t, and a is the weighting factor with an empirical value of 5. The given equations are applied to estimate the displacement for tumor motion between full-expiration and full-inspiration.
Tumor volume analysis
An experienced radiation oncologist manually delineated the internal tumor volume (TV) for all patients on HCT, IACT with fusion images of the individual PET HCT and PET IACT . Tumor volumes from HCTs (TV HCT ) and from IACTs (TV IACT ) consisted of the control group and the experiment group. Tumor volumes delineated with CT using CT/PET fusion information were compared with the percentage difference, which was calculated by the equation TV HCT {TV IACT j j TV HCT . We also assessed the similarity between HCT/PET HCT and IACT/PET IACT fusion images using the ratio of the intersection to the union of TV. The correlation for compared TVs is defined as A\B A|B , where A and B are the different tumor volumes from CT-based and PET-based images [15] . The metabolic rate of glucose, SUV max from FDG-PET, was also applied to represent the physiology information within the tumor volume. tumor volume was 26 (3-149). The median tumor difference for HCT/PET HCT and IACT/PET IACT was 14% higher (range 5-24%). The range of tumor motion was from 4 to 17 mm. HCT and PET HCT correction was from 72% to 91%, while IACT and PET IACT was from 73% to 93% (*p,0.0001). Table 3 shows the SUV max measurement for each tumor from PET HCT and PET IACT . The median SUV max was about 9.65 (1.98-8.77) and 9.53 (1.97-18.59) for PET HCT and PETIACT, respectively. The maximum and minimum differences among SUV max were 0.18% and 27.27%, respectively.
Results
Discussion
IACT used for attenuation in PET is able to resolve the CT/ PET fusion misalignment of thoracic tumors caused by respiration. In this study, we investigated the potential tumor volume delineation using IACT/PET IACT for RTP in Table 2 . Compared to tumor volume determined by HCT/PET, larger TVs were observed in all the subjects, and the percentage difference was from 5% to 24%. For PET, imaging is obtained during several breathing cycles and it represents a time-average map. HCT is obtained during a very short period, depending on the machine. The tumor appears in HCT and PET images without considering respiratory motion correction, increasing the uncertainty of the tumor boundaries [3] . Therefore, isotropic extension of the internal tumor volume is usually utilized for adequate coverage of tumors. Considering the tumor contour correction between CTs and PETs, IACT and PET IACT are better correlated than HCT and PET HCT. Because IACT/PET IACT aids in defining tumor volume for RTP, tumor volume delineation can be performed more accurately.
The thoracic tumor volume defined by its functional region using PET for RTP is still limited by respiratory motion, which often increases the real tumor size and reduces the SUV. Several studies suggest that gated PET/CT is a better solution for defining the physiological extent of moving tumors and to improve RTP for lung cancers [15] [16] . In our study, the increase of the SUV max in PET IACT compared to PET HCT was not obvious, as can be seen in Table 3 . We found that the reason for this issue was because of the low electron density resulting from the IACT in the averaged ICTs. Because SUV for PET is based on the attenuation coefficient in terms of electron density, the increase in the SUV max within the functional tumor volume was limited.
In addition, in Figure 3 , we showed the percentage differences of the tumor volume and of SUV max between delineations from HCT/PET HCT and IACT/PET IACT according to tumor location inside the lung. It is intuitively understood that tumors located in the lower lobe of the lung, which is closer to the diaphragm, move more than those in the upper lobe. The larger motion causes more motion blurring in both CT and PET, and therefore, it is possible to extract an inappropriate tumor volume using HCT/PET. Our results show that the percentage difference was more significant for the tumors located in the lower lobe for patents 11-13. A lager respiration motion was observed in the lower lobe of the lung.
There are two limitations to the proposed method. IACT was averaged from the ICTs generated under the equal timing. The ICTs, as with real mid-phase CT, were only generated under the assumption that there was smooth breath from the patients. Second, the full-expiration CT and the full-inspiration CT acquisition can be performed on patients with normal lung function. For patients who are not able to hold their breath for imaging, the proposed interpolating method is limited. In addition, the lack of a ground truth in tumor volume delineation makes difficulty to evaluate the accuracy of the presented IACT method. However, IACT/PET IACT including the respiration information is still superior to the traditional 3D-PET fusion images for lung tumor delineation. 
Conclusion
Our results suggest that tumor volume defined by PET using IACT/PET IACT fusion images for lung cancer would reduce the inaccuracy of tumor delineation compared to using HCT/ PET HCT .
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